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Options
Driver Assist Terminals - Fairbanks offers
an impressive line of driver assist terminals with
driver-friendly features for fast vehicle weighments.
The DAT line includes units with touch-screen, card
reader, visual and audio prompts, ethernet system
integration, and much more.

LED Traffic Light - Incandescent lights.

Rub Rails - Special height along with tube
construction eliminates damage to expensive
lug nuts and wheels. 

Broad Selection of Instruments - From
basic models and configurations to full database
integration. See Fairbanks’ most versatile scale
instrument at www.FB3000.com.

Load Cell Information
Design: Rocker column

Type: Stainless steel, IP69K,
hermetically sealed

Cabling: Protected with ArmourGuard
stainless steel sheathing

Capacity: 66,000 lbs for HV
100,000 lbs for HVX

Overload: 300%

Approvals

Printers - Broad line of printing devices for a
variety of output applications, from thermal labeling
to dot-matrix print for carbon copy forms.

Load Cell Riser Plates - Made to elevate the
scale platform, increasing clearance for overall
serviceability. Load cell riser plates eliminate the
need for elevated piers, resulting in reduced cost
and faster installation.

Remote Weight Displays - Available in numeric
sizes of 1.5” or 5” and with or without an integrated
traffic light. 

•Legal-for-trade dump-through •Drop plates
•Rub rail cutout •Blow down plates •Intrinsically safe instruments  
•Scale modification to fit existing foundation •Custom software

APPROVED

FM CC # 97-078

Module Information
Design: Orthotropic

Construction: Structural steel

Understructure: Open bottom

Widths: 10’, 11’, 12’

Deck: Solid deck design, diamond tread
steel, 1/4” for HV and 3/8” for HVX

Deflection: 1/1100 for HV, 1/1300 for HVX

Approvals: NTEP CC# 96-089, 
MC# AM-4949

Sectional Controller
Type: Encapsulated in 1/2” epoxy
Enclosure: Welded stainless steel box
with rubber grommet and weatherproof
cable entry points.



T A L O NT A L O N

10"10"
12"12"

weightweight

Experience a scale like no other. The Fairbanks Talon Steel Deck boasts the longest-lasting

construction of any truck scale in the industry. Built on a proven orthotropic design,

the Talon has numerous design achievements that stand out over the competition. With tens

of thousands of Fairbanks truck scales sold to date, the Talon is sure to be a great addition

to your weighing system.

Intalogix® Technology

Solid Deck Design

Open Bottom Design

Encapsulated Circuit Boards

“True” hermetically sealed load cells

Incredibly strong modules, built to federal bridge standards

Cabling protected with ArmourGuard stainless steel sheathing

Easy installation and maintenance

Legal-for-trade dump-through
modules have an all-steel design
and are available in custom sizes
and placements.

Rocker column load
cells have true hermetic
seals with glass-to-metal
connection points to prevent
moisture intrusion and are
electrochemically polished
to retard corrosion in the
most caustic environments.

Encapsulated circuit
boards provide the best
protection in the industry
against moisture damage.
Our encapsulating material
was first used in aerospace
applications.

Sectional controllers
optically isolate load cells,
providing the best surge
and lightning protection
available.

Competitors’ sealed rib panels
can form fatigue cracks in the welds,
allowing condensation and rust on the
unpainted inside of the supports.

Open bottom design allows for air circulation and easy module inspection.
Massive 10” and 12” structural support beams boast the lowest deflection in the industry
while standing up to the rigors of fast weighing cycles.

This innovative design feature
isolates and guards your
scale investment against
power surges and dangerous
electrical strikes.

14’ wide decks
are available. Extra deck
width accommodates
larger trucks and
equipment, and ensures
easier scale navigation.Solid deck design By placing the load cells in easily accessible and serviceable

areas beneath the scale, instead of inside the deck, Fairbanks has eliminated the
need for cover plates. This design ensures a more structurally sound scale deck that
resists metal fatigue, deflection, and internal deck cracks.
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Options
Driver Assist Terminals - Fairbanks offers
an impressive line of driver assist terminals with
driver-friendly features for fast vehicle weighments.
The DAT line includes units with touch-screen, card
reader, visual and audio prompts, ethernet system
integration, and much more.

LED Traffic Light - Incandescent lights.

Rub Rails - Special height along with tube
construction eliminates damage to expensive
lug nuts and wheels. 

Broad Selection of Instruments - From
basic models and configurations to full database
integration. See Fairbanks’ most versatile scale
instrument at www.FB3000.com.

Printers - Broad line of printing devices for
a variety of output applications, from thermal
labeling to dot-matrix print for carbon copy forms.

Load Cell Riser Plates - Made to elevate the
scale platform, increasing clearance for overall
serviceability. Load cell riser plates eliminate the
need for elevated piers, resulting in reduced cost
and faster installation.

Remote Weight Displays - Available in numeric
sizes of 1.5” or 5” and with or without an integrated
traffic light. 

Load Cell Information
Design: Rocker column
Type: Stainless steel, IP69K,
hermetically sealed
Cabling: Protected with ArmourGuard
stainless steel sheathing
Capacity: 66,000 lbs for HV

100,000 lbs for HVX
Overload: 300%
Approvals

APPROVED

FM CC # 97-078

Module Information
Design: Orthotropic
Construction: Structural steel
Understructure: Open bottom
Widths: 10’, 11’, 12’
Deck: Site poured concrete over 1/4”
steel plate with 7 steel I-beam supports,
multiple 6” and 10” for HV and multiple 6”
and 12” for HVX
Concrete Deck Thickness: 10” for HV,
12” for HVX
Approvals: NTEP CC# 96-089

MC# AM-4949

Sectional Controller
Type: Encapsulated in 1/2” epoxy
Enclosure: Welded stainless steel box
with rubber grommet and weatherproof
cable entry points.



Experience a scale like no other. The Fairbanks Talon Field Pour boasts the longest-lasting

construction of any truck scale in the industry. Built on a proven orthotropic design,

the Talon has numerous design achievements that stand out over the competition. With tens

of thousands of Fairbanks truck scales sold to date, the Talon is sure to be a great addition

to your weighing system.

Solid Deck Design

Intalogix® Technology

Encapsulated Circuit Boards

Incredibly strong modules, built to federal bridge standards

Cabling protected with ArmourGuard stainless steel sheathing

“True” hermetically sealed load cells

Easy installation and maintenance

Legal-for-trade dump-through
modules have an all-steel design
and are available in custom sizes
and placements.

Rocker column load
cells have true hermetic
seals with glass-to-metal
connection points to prevent
moisture intrusion and are
electrochemically polished
to retard corrosion in the
most caustic environments.

Encapsulated circuit
boards provide the best
protection in the industry
against moisture damage.
Our encapsulating material
was first used in aerospace
applications.

Sectional controllers
optically isolate load cells,
providing the best surge
and lightning protection
available.

This innovative design feature
isolates and guards your
scale investment against
power surges and dangerous
electrical strikes.

Paint for all exposed
metal scale components
is a chemically cross-
linked, two-component,
acrylic urethane
industrial coating system
that stands up to wear.

14’ wide decks
are available. Extra deck
width accommodates
larger trucks and
equipment, and ensures
easier scale navigation.

Solid deck design
By placing the load cells
in easily accessible
and serviceable areas
beneath the scale,
instead of inside the
deck, Fairbanks has
eliminated the need
for cover plates. This
design ensures a more
structurally sound scale
deck that resists metal
fatigue, deflection, and
internal deck cracks.

CompetitorsFairbanks
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reader, visual and audio prompts, ethernet system
integration, and much more.
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instrument at www.FB3000.com.
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a variety of output applications, from thermal
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Load Cell Riser Plates - Made to elevate the
scale platform, increasing clearance for overall
serviceability. Load cell riser plates eliminate the
need for elevated piers, resulting in reduced cost
and faster installation.
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Module Information
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Understructure: Open bottom
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Deck: Site poured concrete over 1/4”
steel plate with 7 steel I-beam supports,
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